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By Captain Lewis. (2) A summary statement of the rivers, creeks and most remarkable places, their distances from each other, & their
distances from the Mississippi, ascending the Missouri, across the Rocky mountains, and down the Columbia to the pacific ocean, as
was explored in the years 1804. 5 and 6 by Captains Lewis and Clarke. (3) Estimate of the western Indians. (4) Thermometrical
observations, showing also the rise and fall of the Mississippi (Missouri); appearances of weather, winds, etc. (5) Remarks and
reflections [January 1, 1804, to August 22, 1806]. Other Titles. Eldon G. Chui In 1805, they journeyed up the Missouri, across the Rocky
Mountains, and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean.Â This account of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, published in 1814, is
based on the detailed journals kept by Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, the leaders of expedition.Â â€œThe object of your
mission is to explore the Missouri River, and such principal streams of it, as, by its course and communication with the waters of the
Pacific Ocean, whether the Columbia, Oregan [sic], Colorado, or any other river, may offer the most direct and practicable water
communication across the continent, for purposes of commerce.â€ The 29-man Corps of Discovery set out from St. Louis on May 14,
1804. The Lewis and Clark Expedition from August 31, 1803, to September 25, 1806, also known as the Corps of Discovery Expedition,
was the United States expedition to cross the newly acquired western portion of the country after the Louisiana Purchase. The Corps of
Discovery was a select group of U.S. Army and civilian volunteers under the command of Captain Meriwether Lewis and his close friend
Second Lieutenant William Clark. The expedition made its way westward, and crossed the Continental Divide of the William Clark, to
explore the Louisiana Purchase and the Pacific Northwest. The expedition was a major chapter in the history of American exploration.Â
Headwaters of the Missouri River, detail from Lewis and Clark Expedition map by William Clark and Meriwether Lewis, 1804â€“06.
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, Washington, D.C.Â Cold and hungry, the expedition finally spilled out of the
mountains onto the Weippe Prairie, homeland of the Nez PercÃ©. Upon the recommendation of a respected elderly woman, Watkuweis,
the Nez PercÃ© befriended the expedition. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis & Clarke to the sources of
the Missouri, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the River Columbia to the Pacific Ocean. by. Meriwether LewisÂ
Meriwether Lewis was an American explorer, soldier, and public administrator, best known for his role as the leader of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition also known as the Corps of Discovery, with William Clark, whose mission was to explore the territory of the Louisiana
Purchase. Books by Meriwether Lewis.

Lewis, Meriwether (1774-1809) History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke, to the sources of the
Missouri, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the River Columbia to the Pacific Ocean : performed during the years 1804,
1805, 1806 by order of the government of the United States. NOT AVAILABLE DIGITALLY Online access and copy requests are not
available for this item.Â Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or
other reproduction. One of these specific conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be â€œused for any purpose other
than private study, scholarship, or research.â€ This account of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, published in 1814, is based on the
detailed journals kept by Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, the leaders of expedition. The book begins with â€œLife of
Captain Lewis,â€ written by Thomas Jefferson, which reproduces Jeffersonâ€™s detailed instructions to Lewis regarding the goals of
the expedition.Â By the end of 1804, they had made it to the Great Bend of the Missouri River. In 1805, they journeyed up the Missouri,
across the Rocky Mountains, and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean. After suffering through a dismal winter, the members
of the expedition began their long return journey, finally reaching Saint Louis on September 23, 1806. of Captains Lewis and Clark, by
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere in the United States and most. other parts of the
world at no cost and with almost no restrictions. whatsoever. You may copy it, give it away or re-use it under the terms of. the Project
Gutenberg License included with this eBook or online at. www.gutenberg.org. If you are not located in the United States, you'll have. to
check the laws of the country where you are located before using this ebook.Â Vast quantities of salmon amongst the Sokulk. Council
held with this tribe. The terror and consternation excited by captain Clark, concerning which an interesting cause is related. Some
account of the Pisquitpaws. Their mode of burying the dead. The Lewis and Clark Expedition began in 1804, when President Thomas
Jefferson tasked Meriwether Lewis with exploring lands west of the Mississippi River that comprised the Louisiana Purchase. The
expedition provided new geographic, ecological and social information about previously uncharted areas of North America.Â The
Expedition Begins. Lewis entrusted Clark to recruit men for their â€œCorps of Volunteers for Northwest Discovery.â€ Throughout the
winter of 1803-1804, Clark recruited and trained men at Camp DuBois north of St. Louis, Missouri. He chose unmarried, healthy men
who were good hunters and knew survival skills.Â The two groups planned to rendezvous where the Yellowstone and Missouri met in
North Dakota.

